Abstract-We investigate the relative output signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) performance of two linear direct-sequence code-division multiple-access multiuser detectors: the full decorrelator and the partial decorrelator. We derive necessary and sufficient conditions on the system parameters under which the partial decorrelator outperforms the full decorrelator in the output SINR sense. As a side study, we consider a blind implementation of the full decorrelator that is based on eigendecomposition of the interference-plus-noise autocovariance matrix and can be easily modified to provide a partial decorrelator. Simulation studies illustrate the relative SINR and bit-error rate performance of the full and partial decorrelator under perfectly known and sample-average-estimated input statistics.
I. INTRODUCTION

L
INEAR direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (DS-CDMA) multiuser detectors have emerged as low-complexity alternatives to the optimum multiuser detector [1] . Within the class of linear detectors, minimum mean-square error (MMSE) and decorrelating-type receivers strike an appealing balance between complexity and performance. 1 In this letter, we focus solely on linear decorrelating-type receivers [3] - [8] .
In the presence of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), full decorrelation of the multiple-access interference (MAI) results in enhanced noise variance at the decorrelator output. Partial decorrelation occasionally strikes a better balance between interference suppression and noise enhancement, as it was observed in [9] . A partial decorrelator (PDEC) chooses purposefully to decorrelate only a part of the MAI, as opposed to the full decorrelator (FDEC) that decorrelates MAI completely. 2 In this letter, driven primarily by theoretical considerations rather than searching for practical solutions, we identify necessary and sufficient conditions on the system parameters under which a PDEC outperforms the FDEC in the output signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) sense. Our developments provide further insight into the operational characteristics and limitations of decorrelating receivers and show why decorrelation of MAI that meets certain conditions should be purposefully avoided, if at all possible. As a side study, we consider a blind implementation of the FDEC that is based on eigendecomposition (ED) of the interference-plus-noise autocovariance matrix and can be readily modified to provide a PDEC, as explained in the sequel.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
We consider a -user synchronous 3 DS-CDMA communication system that utilizes short spreading codes of length . In this system, user , , is assigned a normalized signature vector , where , . The signature matrix is denoted by and is assumed to be full rank (rank ). In the rest of the letter, we focus on single-user detection, and without loss of generality, we assume that the user of interest is user 0. After chip-matched filtering and chip-rate sampling, the baseband received signal vector over one bit period takes the form (1) where and denote the bit energy and the information bit of user , respectively (the binary information bits are assumed to take the values independently and equiprobably), identifies MAI comprehensively, and represents the AWGN vector with mean 0 and autocovariance matrix , where is the identity matrix.
III. FULL DECORRELATOR (FDEC)
Under the assumption of perfectly known signature matrix , the FDEC for user 0 is 4 (2) 3 Generalization to asynchronous transmissions over multipath channels is straightforward if we formulate the asynchronous channel as a synchronous one with a higher virtual active user population and perform "one-shot" decorrelation [1] . 4 The bold subscript " " of vector d is used to distinguish the signature matrix-based (S-type) decorrelator d from the eigendecomposition (ED)-based structures (identified by the subscript " ") that will be presented later in this section. To avoid any confusion, we clarify that the nonbold subscript " " of a matrix will indicate operation in the complete signal subspace, while " " will indicate operation in the corresponding orthogonal subspace. [1] .
The FDEC can be also formed by means of ED of the desired-signal-present received-vector autocovariance matrix , as follows. Let the ED of be , where , , are the eigenvalues of in descending order, and denotes the matrix of the corresponding eigenvectors. Let , where span the signal subspace, and . Then, the FDEC for user 0 takes the form
The FDEC in (3) was proposed in [7] . In the following, we derive an alternative subspace-type FDEC,
, that instead of , utilizes the desired-signal-absent (interference-plus-noise only) received-vector autocovariance matrix,
. Let the ED of be , where denotes the diagonal eigenvalue matrix, and (i.e., the columns of span the MAI subspace). The filter is given by (4) i.e., is the component of that is orthogonal to the MAI subspace. We note that the decorrelating filter is a CDMA version of the "eigencanceler" [11] - [13] . Under perfect knowledge of , , and , FDECs , , and are all equivalent 5 (scalar multiples of each other), which implies that the corresponding output SINRs , , and are equal and given by (5) where identifies the ( )th element of matrix . However, when and are unknown and are sample-average estimated, the corresponding data-adaptive FDECs differ and so do their SINR and BER performance. The sample-average estimate of is , where is the size of the available data record. can be estimated similarly during a silent period of the user of interest. 6 By performing eigenvalue decomposition on and , we obtain the estimates of and
Comparing (6) and (7), we observe that the estimate is a function of the eigenvector estimates only, while is a function of both the eigenvector estimates and the eigenvalue estimates . Most importantly, evaluation of (6) requires inversion of the modified eigenvalue matrix ( ), an operation that yields increased estimation variance, particularly when estimation is based on a short data record. Therefore, it is expected that outperforms when the number of available data is limited (and the same is true with the corresponding PDECs developed in the next section).
IV. PARTIAL DECORRELATOR (PDEC)
While the FDEC decorrelates the complete MAI, a PDEC aims at decorrelating only a part of it by excluding one or more user signatures or eigenvectors from the corresponding implementation method. In this section, we investigate the conditions under which the PDEC outperforms the FDEC in the output SINR sense. Let , , and denote the PDEC for user 0 that decorrelates all interfering users but user , , eigenvector direction of , , or eigenvector direction of , , respectively. 7 Similarly, we define Then, the PDECs that correspond to the FDECs presented in the previous section, as well as their output SINRs are given below (8) (9) 6 Alternatively, R can be estimated in a decision-directed way R = [14] , [15] . 7 The construction procedures and conditions under which PDECs outperform the corresponding FDECs described in this section can be generalized in a straightforward manner to the case where more than one signature or eigenvector direction is eliminated. The following proposition identifies conditions on the interference signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the signature crosscorrelations under which the PDEC outperforms the FDEC in terms of output SINR. 
and (15) Then, (5) and (9) lead to the following expression: where is a positive scalar. Therefore, whenever , we have .
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We consider a DS-CDMA system with active users and processing gain . First, we examine the synchronous single-path case. The signature crosscorrelation between the interfering users and user 0 is in the range (0.03, 0.29). The input SNR of user 0 is fixed at 12 dB, while the input SNR of the interferers are fixed between 8 and 14 dB. Fig. 1(a) shows the output SINR of the ideal PDECs as a function of the index of the signature or eigenvector that is eliminated from the FDEC structure when forming the corresponding PDEC. The output SINR of the ideal MF and FDEC are also included as reference points. Fig. 1(b) shows the corresponding BER values. We see that for this specific system setup, the PDEC that ignores the signature or eigenvector with index has higher SINR and lower BER than the FDEC. Fig. 2(a) shows the output SINR of estimated full and partial ( ) decorrelators as a function of the data record size, and Fig. 2(b) presents the corresponding BER values. The output SINR and BER values are averages over 400 independent decorrelator estimates (data record realizations).
is estimated during a silent period of the user of interest. For comparison purposes, we also included in our study the blind decorrelating algorithm of [8] .
In Fig. 3 , we assume that each user experiences a three-path Rayleigh fading channel. The propagation delays of the users are independent and uniformly distributed over a bit interval. We assume that the receiver is synchronized with respect to the first path of the user of interest. To illustrate acceptable BER levels, we consider a 3-dB total input SNR increase for all users in comparison with the corresponding SNR values used in Figs. 1  and 2 . We evaluate the output SINR and BER performance of the estimated FDECs, the blind decorrelating algorithm of [8] , as well as the performance of the best PDEC of type ED1 and ED2. 8 The results that we present are averages over 10 000 runs (1000 independent asynchronous multipath fading channel realizations and 10 independent received data record generations per channel). Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrate that in environments where the data support that is available for adaptation and redesign is limited, ED2-type decorrelators outperform ED1-type, both under full and partial decorrelation.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this letter, we investigated the relative output SINR performance of full and partial decorrelators and we derived necessary and sufficient conditions under which the latter outperform the former in the output SINR sense. We showed that decorrelation of MAI that satisfies certain conditions should be purposefully avoided. As a side study, we considered a blind implementation of the decorrelator that is based on eigendecomposition of the desired-signal-absent autocovariance matrix. When estimation of the decorrelator is based on limited data support, the latter implementation exhibits significantly better SINR and BER performance than the decorrelator that is based on eigendecomposition of the desired-signal-present autocovariance matrix. 8 The best PDEC is the PDEC that exhibits maximum output SINR and is found by exhaustive search over all PDECs. The SINR of each candidate filter is evaluated using the ideal autocorrelation matrix R . As a result, the SINR (BER) performance curves of Figs. 2 and 3 represent upper (lower) bounds of the SINR (BER) performance that would be attained if PDEC selection were based on SINR estimates. Although Proposition 1 can form the basis for the development of efficient PDEC selection methods, such investigation is beyond the scope of this letter.
